Jackson Guitars revolutionized the guitar industry in 1979 by offering custom guitars with one-of-a-kind graphics, made with precision and pride in the U.S.A. The mechanical and visual perfection of these instruments not only made them the favorites of top artists.

With the introduction of pickups and high performance electronics in the early 1980s, the Jackson "Jackson Handcrafted" expanded. Demand for custom guitars skyrocketed.

JACKSON GUITARS has recently moved to its new manufacturing facility in Ontario, California, where it continues to bring out custom guitars with dedication and attention to detail.

It goes without saying that the body styles and graphics are amazing—Jackson is all about it. In fact, in the world of guitars, it's what Jackson is all about. In fact, in the world of guitars, it's what Jackson is all about.
The Guitar

The Jackson Soloist, introduced in 1986, was first inspired by a request for a guitar that was "just a bit narrower and shorter-necked." In a classic body style, with the intention of making easy work of inspired solos, two extra frets were soon added, making the cutaway and the horns a little longer to give it its unique shape. Standard equipment includes a maple center block that runs through the entire length of the guitar, making the neck and body one piece of wood for brilliant sustain, flanked by poplar sides for harmonic compromise.

The Bridge

A stock feature found on all Jackson guitars, the Jackson Tru-Neck System, a product of Jackson engineering (other bridges are available as an option).

The Great Sound

Interior strings of Jackson Guitars are specially coated with a carbon-based paint that is electrically grounded to provide maximum thinning of sound. Crisp, responsive pickups wound on the innermost reflect Jackson know-how, and a wide array of controls is available to choose from. Electronic options you can include in your custom guitar design, such as active tone and volume circuits, are economical and greatly enhance the versatility of the instrument from stage to studio.
Rhoads

THE RANDY RHoads MODEL, a collaboration between the late Randy Rhoads and Grover Jackson, is the oneax's guitar. The extraordinary shape resembles a prehistoric bat in flight, and the guitar has sonic qualities in its metal, delivering with power and authority.

THE BODY:

Unique to the body and bridge, two uncommon pieces of maple for ultimate tone. Unique to the guitar is the "body wing," which is narrower than the jumbo form found on other Jackson guitars. All feet are made of the body to special specifications, for unmatched playability.

THE BODY:

The body is popular with other woods available as an option. The guitar is braced, to strengthen it from being neck heavy or body heavy. The body shape and beveled design are practical as well as beautiful, bringing you an instrument that is as comfortable to play as it is exciting to look at.

Color: Yellow with Gold Pearl
Strat Body

THE BODY

The Jackson Strat Body is a special custom guitar, one of the world's most popular designs. The Strat Body is made of specially selected wood, which ensures that it feels and sounds perfect as you plug it in and play it. After hearing the sound, the next decision you'll make is that this is a must-choice.

TUNERS

As the foundation is a body of hand-selected poplar. Bodies of basswood or alder are also available. You may order yours with or without a pickup.

THE NECK

Resin boxed body is a neck Jackson neck of custom hardrock maple with a maple fingerboard. Hardrock maple in Jackson necks are two special finishes: natural wood and clearlacquer.

THE FINGERBOARD

As with all Jackson Custom Guitars, rosewood and ebony fingerboards are available as options. A rosewood fingerboard is slightly thicker than an ebony fingerboard, for a solid sound and a great feel.
Modular Design

Before ordering your custom guitar there are a number of important considerations you'll be asked. Pull out the design page in the back of the book and take a look at the checklist on each. These are the things you'll want to consider before placing your order.

"Do I want a neck-through body or a bolt-on?" What body style is available for each? What tone is being transmitted around the neck and/or body? How many pickups? Where would the electronics be located? What kind of electronics are used? Do I need gain boost or effects tone controls?" Since you're designing a guitar to your specifications, you may want to consider extra switches or knobs for specific functions, such as split pickups, extra gain, and their correct placement. Custom options include absolutely anything that can be done to a guitar.

The Paint

The knockout colors are all right on the premises, and all sorts of pearls, tortoises, metallics and silvered metallics are available. Skilled paint manipulation can produce exciting crackles or other effects blending with energy and life.

The Graphics:
The most striking thing about the Jackson design department is the diversity of mind-blowing graphics, custom interior finishes that look like glass, tile, bricks, tiles, stripes, checkerboards, snakeskins, sunbursts,卡通, daggers, candy colors, guitars that glow in the dark, practically anything conceivable is being drawn, painted, airbrushed and silk-screened on guitars, in colors so dazzling they cannot be described with words.

The Chemistry:
In spotless rooms, each guitar is drawn through the process that begins when your illustration is first painted on the guitar, and ends with the final finish of that perfect Jackson finish.

From your original drawing, a variety of techniques are used to transfer the graphic design to your guitar accurately.
THE NEW JACKSON TREMOLO SYSTEM

In the first instruments of its type, with features not found on any other models. An improved version of the famous suspension truss rod principle first introduced in 1954, this design bridge features many state-of-the-art features such as micrometering and a locking nut. The incorporated angle is HORIZONTALLY, and have a longer throw to make turning easy and precise. Noiseless to set-up, the horizontal micrometers stay out of your way and look totally cool.

MEANT TO BE PLAYED:
The Jackson Tremolo has a curved-strung body that stays where it's supposed to when in use. The and the piece of the center plate where the string enters the bridge, providing a uniform, capstan-like surface. Jumps and bends are very easy, with a smooth, even feel to the strings. Micrometers make this "THREE" for professional use.

THE JACKSON TREMOLO SYSTEM with micrometering on all 6 strings. A unique feature of this type tremolo is the sympathetic vibrations of the springs that in turn aid in amplifying the signal, providing a warmer, more intense sound. A slightly more "live" feel in your hands.
ACTIVE ELECTRONICS OFFERS HIGH-CONVENTIONAL PASSIVE ELECTRONICS

- Boost Volume Control
- Tone Control

JACKSON ACTIVE ELECTRONICS consist of a micro circuit board that is installed inside the guitar. The circuit board is connected to the 6 strings and connected to 6 “Active”拾音器. The circuit board is designed to provide a greater amount of gain and sustain than a passive circuit board.

JACKSON ELECTRONICS offers the highest-quality active components to give you an unmuted tone, higher sensitivity, reducing the best possible touch, and support long cable runs without signal degradation. Battery life is very long, lasting a year or more for alkaline types.

The output is a high-quality low-noise signal that can be connected directly to a mixing console or mixing amp. Low-noise design elements are perfectly compatible with any amplifier input, and can drive large, multichannel banks like no standard pickups can.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TONE

The pickup switches offer a variety of tone options, giving you the flexibility to shape the sound to your liking. The switch is a four-position switch, giving you four different tone options.

JACKSON FITHROWER TONE

This control allows you to adjust the overall output of the pickup. Turning the knob clockwise increases the output, while turning it counterclockwise decreases the output.

JACKSON VINTAGE SINGLE

This model features a single coil pickup, which is known for its bright, articulate sound.

JACKSON HARDBRICKER BASS

This model features a full line of bass amped pickups, providing a bright, articulate sound.

JACKSON HIGHOUTPUT SERIES

This series offers a wide range of pickup options, from single coil to humbucker.

JACKSON V-AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

This technology allows for increased output and reduced noise, providing a cleaner, more defined sound.

JACKSON 20TH ANNIVERSARY

This model features a 20th anniversary pickup set, celebrating 20 years of Jackson music.
Design Yours

Jackson Custom Guitars come in left and right-handed models, with normal or reversed headstocks. From the wide selection of features available, you'll enjoy planning your own custom guitar exactly as you like. Choose from a wide selection of unique, attractive designs to choose the one that's right for you. The designs are all custom built, so you can get exactly the guitar you want.

You can begin right away by choosing your Jackson Custom Design Instructions in the pocket of the catalog. Check off the options you need, and provide an artist that's as clear as possible the design you have in mind. You may wish to photocopy your guitar, draw a rough sketch, then do the final drawing. Be sure to use a contrasting color to the color of the paper you have in mind. You may wish to photocopy the guitar you want, draw a rough sketch, then do the final drawing. Be sure to use a contrasting color to the color of the paper you have in mind.

Standard Jackson special effects include any solid color. Modifiers or various metalics, and various color combinations. Painted guitars are available in any color combination. Your custom guitar is fully illustrated on the back cover of the catalog. Be sure to fill out the entire order form included with the essential items in the back.

This guitar has been designed to fit the needs of the musician and is available in three custom colors. A white guitar, a black guitar, and a natural finish guitar are available for your choice. The guitar includes a dual pickup system, a pickup selector switch, and a tone control. The guitar is equipped with a hard shell case.